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Intel Visual Fortran Compiler 6.6b for x86-Windows Operating System Intel Visual Fortran Compiler 6.6b for x86-Windows Operating System - Overview. The Intel Visual Fortran Compiler (IVFC)products are compilers that are based on the Visual Fortran compilers
fromCompaq and Digital that were based on the compilers produced by IVI andcontain a variety of technologies developed by Intel. For more information,please refer to... not that... the Intel Visual Fortran Compiler 6.6b for x86-WindowsOperating System - Overview. The

Intel Visual Fortran Compiler (IVFC) products arecompilers that are based on the Visual Fortran compilers from Compaq andDigital that were based on the compilers produced by IVI and contain avariety of technologies developed by Intel. For more information, please refer
to... Version 6.6b Notes. New features in version 6.6b include: Support for Power Station platform. The PowerStation is a PC-compatible,1.5 GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM. The PowerStation supports Intel'sPowerPlant extended operating system with Fortran-95 and

Fortran-08compilers. (6.6b is not supported on Alpha or MIPS platforms.) * New extension - C WITHPAGER The C WITHPAGER extension minimizes the number of BYTESTORE and CREATEstatements required to transfer data to the disk. With this extension,the locations of the
BYTESTORE and CREATE statements in the PNM filesare dynamically computed by the compiler. The compiler can determine themaximum size of the input file and declare a "PAGEROOT" and "PAGERATE"constants that specify the last BYTESTORE and CREATE statements,

andhow to move the stream of data from the file to the disk. The compilercan modify a PNM file by using the PAGERATE and PAGEROOT constants. Thecompiler also can recompile a PNM file with the following semantics: Any code between BYTESTORE and CREATE
statements is treated as a "PAGER" statement. This extension has been tested with the Compaq IGM compiler on IBM PC-compatibleplatforms with Windows NT/2000 as well as HP/UX, Sun Solaris,UNIX, etc. Previous extension - CALLABLE ARRAYS The CABARRAY extension

reduces the number of BYTESTORE and CREATEstatements required to transfer data to the disk. Instead of askingfor a pointer to the first element of an array, the compiler requests forthe first element of an array. The compiler updates the array bound to the pointer in
multiple of the array size. When the array is firstcreated, the compiler allocates a section of memory with a large size. After that, the compiler updates the array bound by the pointer andreallocates the array.
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